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HERCUWALL
Concrete-reinforced Panelized 

INSUL-DECK
Roof and Flooring System

NUDURA
ICF Products ICF Products

FOXBLOCKS

NSUL-DECK was created to fill the need for strong, 

insulated floors that are fast and easy to install.  

With the high cost of energy & labor and an increasing 

demand for improving the indoor environmental quality, 

INSUL-DECK offers a unique and cost-effective solution 

for your commercial and residential construction needs. 

This strong system can be used in place of traditional floors, 

but with many added benefits.

HercuWall is an energy efficient panelized wall

system that combines a concrete-reinforced

structure and insulation. HercuWall panels arrive

numbered in an install-ready kit, reducing jobsite

errors and requiring significantly less labor than

traditional wool framing. Wall that usually take 

days to build and insulate take hours.

With blocks available in a number of shapes, sizes, and 

concrete core thicknesses, we can create any design 

you can dream up. Plus, our wall assembly works

 with all exterior/interior finishesyou choose to use, 

be it EIFS, traditional stucco, brick, stone, 

fiber cement siding or drywall.

NUDURA manufactures a range of product and accessories

 for a variety of applications which provide, maximum energy 

efficiency, superior strength, healthier indoor working and 

living environments and a structure that offers lower 

overall maintenance costs over its lifetime compared

 to traditional building applications.

Prefab ICF Wall Systems
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The Homes of the Future is Here
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ICF HOMES
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Framing Common Roofscapes
Typical Roof Features - Hipped Ends

The most common end shapes are the Gable End,
which allows the simplest roof framing and uses
most support wall surface; the Hipped End which
offers a simple wall solution at the expense of a more 

complex roof structure, and the Dutch Hip and Gable
Hip, which are compromises between a gable and
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Basic Design Principles
A trussed rafter is an engineered framework consisting of structural members forming trianges. The framework derives its inherent

 strength from this triangulation. The members around the perimeter of the trussed rafter are known as Chords (top and bottom, 

also called rafters and ceiling ties), and the internal members providing the internal triangels are known as Web (somtimes also 

called struts and ties). A true trussed rafter is formed only when the webs form triangles between the top and bottom chords. Attic 

frames and Raised-Tie trusses do not provide this triagulation andare therefore technically not trussed rafters.

These lengths are to ensure robustness of the truss during manufacture and handling. The 

choice of a different turss type with a smaller panel length (and hence more webs) will 

usually yield a smaller section of timber required.

   When loading is applied to a trussed rafter (from tiles, ceiling 

construction, snow etc), forces are generated in the members 

forming the truss.The magnitude of the bendign moment in a 

particular chord is largely due to the Panel Length (distance 

between the joints at each end of the member, usually measured 

horizontally, also known as the Bay Length). The general rule is, 

the longer the panel length the greater the bending moment and 

hence the larger the section of timber required to safely resist 

these forces.

   Further, BS.5268-3 defines the maximum bay lengths permitted

 in Table 3 (page 5) a copy of which is given below:

Principles of design

hip, easily formed using trussed rafters.
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Galvalume
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Sheets 2 ft x 12 ft

White, Green, Red, Blue

Roofing
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Windows and Doors

Affordable, durable aluminum window with an operational

 bottom sash

Low-E 366 glass with argon provides more protection

 against heat gain by blocking harmful infrared rays, as 

well as providing greater energy savings

Top sash is stationary; bottom sash slides open vertically

ENERGY STAR® certified

1-lite Low-E with argon gas for greater energy efficiency

OX (right hand as viewed from the exterior)

Solid Wood and Metal doors

Simple and classic lines

Easy and standard installation

One year warranty

Strong, durable and secure aluminum with attractive, 

classic style 

Weather-strip creates a tight seal to eliminate annoying 

drafts 

Low-maintenance aluminum sliding window; a beautiful 

alternative to more traditional windows

Low-E 366 glass with argon provides more protection 

against heat gain by blocking harmful infrared rays, as 

well as providing greater energy savings

One sash is fixed and one sash slides open horizontally

Single Hung Window

Double Sliding Patio Door

2 Panel / 4 Panel Doors

Double French Patio Door

Horizontal Sliding Window
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Kitchen Cabinets and Doors

Shaker Style framed cabinets
Full overlay door panel, 3/4″ thick door panel 
Adjustable European hidden metal 
hinges
(Shown optional soft-close hinges available)
Adiustable, 3/4 shelf, 5/8″ thick cabinet-grade 
plywood, metal shelf rests
Dovetail drawer, 1/2″ thick solid wood sides
Full extension, under, mounted, soft-close, steel 
concealed drawer glides
1/2″ thick cabinet grade plywood box
Metal bracket reinforcements for base cabinets

Shaker Style framed cabinets
Full overlay door panel, 3/4″ thick door panel 
Adjustable European hidden metal 
hinges
(Shown optional soft-close hinges available)
Adiustable, 3/4 shelf, 5/8″ thick cabinet-grade 
plywood, metal shelf rests
Dovetail drawer, 1/2″ thick solid wood sides
Full extension, under, mounted, soft-close, steel 
concealed drawer glides
1/2″ thick cabinet grade plywood box
Metal bracket reinforcements for base cabinets

Shaker Style framed cabinets
Full overlay door panel, 3/4″ thick door panel 
Adjustable European hidden metal 
hinges
(Shown optional soft-close hinges available)
Adiustable, 3/4 shelf, 5/8″ thick cabinet-grade 
plywood, metal shelf rests
Dovetail drawer, 1/2″ thick solid wood sides
Full extension, under, mounted, soft-close, steel 
concealed drawer glides
1/2″ thick cabinet grade plywood box
Metal bracket reinforcements for base cabinets

Expresso Shaker

Honey Maple Shaker

White Shaker

GHI HOME INNOVATIONS LLC
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KITCHEN AND BATRHOOM

Kitchen Faucets

DAX-C17S - Pull down shower 

head.Brushed stainless steel 

finish.

DAX-478-BN - Pull out shower 

head.Brushed nickel / Chrome 

finish.

DAX-S1516 - Pull out shower 

head.Brushed stainless steel 

finish.

DAX-6985E-BN - Pull down 

shower head.Brushed nickel 

finish.

Kitchen Sinks

DAX-2918 - Double bowl 

undermount kitchen sink, 

Brushed Finished 

DAX-3121R - Double bowl 

undermount kitchen sink, 

Brushed Finished

DAX-KA-OM3322 - Double 

bowl top mount kitchen sink,

Brushed Finished

Bathroom Faucets

DAX-6941A - Single handle

bathroom faucets, Brushed

Nickel / Chrome finish

DAX-6941B - Single handle

vessel sink bathroom faucets, 

Brushed Nickel / Chrome finish

DAX-119 - Single handle vessel 

sink bathroom faucets, Brushed 

Nickel / Chrome finish, 4 15/16” 

x 6 1/8”

DAX-119A1 - Single handle vessel 

sink bathroom faucets, Brushed 

Nickel / Chrome finish, 5 1/2” x 12”

Bathroom Sinks

DAX-BSN-100 - Ceramic Oval

sink bowl, undermount bath

sink, white finish.

DAX-BSN-230 - Ceramic Square

single bowl, vessel bathroom 

sink, white finish.

DAX-BSN-234 - Ceramic Round

single bowl, vessel bathroom 

sink, white finish.

DAX-BSN-202B-W - Ceramic 

Roundsingle bowl, vessel 

bathroom sink, white finish.
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BATRHOOM AND TILE

Bathroom Shower Drains & Sets

Kitchen / Bathroom Floor & Wall Tile

DAX-3003-CR - Square Shower

drain with round strainer, Chrome

Finish

DAX-821-T200P - Round Shower 

floor drain, low profile, stainless 

steel finish

Gerber - G9-165-TC - Single Handle 

Tub & Shower Trim, Chrome finish

Gerber - G9-314-TC - Single 

Handle Shower Trim, Chrome 

finish
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BATHROOM & FIXTURES

Ceiling Fans

44 in. LED Matte White Ceiling Fan

Include 5 reversible blades in a 

distressed gray / white finish

44 in. LED Indoor Oiled Rubbed 

Bronze Ceiling Fan, with light kit

Sunlite 88315-SU - LED Flush Mount 

Double Band Ceiling Fixture, 15 Watt,

 Dimmable, Brushed Nickel Finish 

Sunlite 49137- SU LED Half 

Cylinder Wall Sconce Fixture 

with Brushed Nickel Finish

Sunlite 89246-SU - LED Retrofits 

Downlight

 Sunlite 89126-SU - LED Lamp

Light Fixtures

DreamLine SHDR-1260728-01 - 

Sliding Shower Door, Chrome

Shower Slideing Door




